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A particular way of solving (1) which has recently generated
a large amount of research is called lI-optimization (basis
pursuit) [2]. It proposes solving the following problem
Quite remarkably in [2] the authors were able to show that if
the number of the measurements is m == 8n and if the matrix
A satisfies a special property called the restricted isometry
property (RIP), then any unknown vector x with no more
than k == (n (where ( is an absolute constant which is a
function of 8, but independent of n, and explicitly bounded
in [2]) non-zero elements can be recovered by solving (2)
(more on the case when the available measurements are noisy
versions of y can be found in e.g. [9], [10]). It turns out
that for several specific classes of matrices, such as matrices
with independent zero-mean Gaussian entries or independent
Bernoulli entries, the RIP holds with overwhelming probability
[2], [4], [5]. However, it should be noted that the RIP is only a
sufficient condition for II-optimization to produce a solution of
(1). Instead of characterizing the m x n matrix A through the
RIP condition, in [1], [3] the authors assume that A constitutes
a k-neighborly polytope. It turns out (as shown in [1]) that
this characterization of the matrix A is in fact a necessary
and sufficient condition for (2) to produce the solution of (1).
Furthermore, using the results of [6][14][15], it can be shown
that if the matrix A has i.i.d. zero-mean Gaussian entries with
overwhelming probability it also constitutes a k-neighborly
polytope. The precise relation between m and k in order for
this to happen is characterized in [1] as well. It should also
be noted that for a given value m, i.e. for a given value of the
constant 8, the value of the constant ( is significantly better
in [1], [3] than in [2].
As mentioned earlier, in this paper we will be interested
in the case of approximately k-sparse signals. It is relatively
easy to see that its exact recovery from a reduced number of
measurements is not possible. Instead, we will pursue suffi-
cient and necessary conditions on the matrix A to guarantee
the closeness of the solution of (2) to x for all or "almost
all" possible approximately k-sparse signals. In particular, we
determine necessary and sufficient conditions for the measure-
Abstract-It is well known in compressive sensing that h
minimization can recover the sparsest solution for a large class of
underdetermined systems of linear equations, provided the signal
is sufficiently sparse. In this paper, we compute sharp perfor-
mance bounds for several different notions of robustness in sparse
signal recovery via II minimization. In particular, we determine
necessary and sufficient conditions for the measurement matrix A
under which II minimization guarantees the robustness of sparse
signal recovery in the "weak", "sectional" and "strong" senses
(e.g., robustness for "almost all" approximately sparse signals, or
instead for "all" approximately sparse signals). Based on these
characterizations, we are able to compute sharp performance
bounds on the tradeoff between signal sparsity and signal
recovery robustness in these various senses. Our results are
based on a high-dimensional geometrical analysis of the null-
space of the measurement matrix A. These results generalize
the thresholds results for purely sparse signals [1], [3] and also
present generalized insights on II minimization for recovering
purely sparse signals from a null-space perspective.
Index Terms: compressed sensing, basis pursuit, Grassmann
angle, geometric probability, random linear subspaces
I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we are interested in compressed sensing
problems. Namely, we would like to find x such that
Ax==y (1)
where A is an m x n (m < n) measurement matrix, y is
a m x 1 measurement vector and x is an n x 1 unknown
vector. In the conventional compressed sensing context, x has
only k (k < m) nonzero components. In this paper we will
consider a more general version, namely, we will assume that
k components of the vector x have large magnitudes and that
the vector comprised of the remaining n - k components has
[I-norm less than some value, say ~. We will refer to this type
of signal as an approximately k-sparse signal, or for brevity
only as an approximately sparse. The interested reader can
find more on similar types of problems in [11].
In the rest of the paper we will further assume that the
number of the measurements is m == 8n and the number of
the "large" components of x is k == Cn, where 0 < ( < 1 and
o< 8 < 1 are constants independent of n (clearly, 8 > (). This
problem setup is more realistic of practical applications than
the standard compressed sensing of ideally k-sparse signals




Ax == y. (2)
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must be finite (~ < 00). In particular, since x - x is in
the null space of A (y == Ax == Ax), we have
2) Let K be fixed. Then the solution produced by (2), x,
will be called sectionally robust if, for some C > 1 and
all x E R", it holds that
'" 2(C+l)IIx-xlh:::; C-l II xklh·
Note that the above "sectional" notion requires that only
the support set K be fixed. The unknown vector x is
otherwise arbitrary.
3) For a given C > 1 and integer k, the solution produced
by (2), x, will be called strongly robust if, for all K ~
{I, 2, .., ... n} of cardinality IKI == k and all x E R",
it holds that
But the condition (4) guarantees that
'" 2(C+l)IIx-xlh:::; C-l II xklh·
The "strong" robust notion requires only that k be
fixed. The support set and unknown vector are otherwise
arbitrary.
We can now give necessary and sufficient conditions on the
measurement matrix A to satisfy each of the above notions
for the robustness of II norm recovery.
Theorem 1: 1) For a given C > 1, support set K, and
XK, the solution x produced by (2) will be weakly robust
if, and only if, Vw E R" such that Aw == 0, we have
IlxK +wKlh + II w; 111 ::::- IlxKlh; (4)
2) For a given C > 1 and support set K, the solution x
produced by (2) will be sectionally robust if, and only
if, V x' E R" and V W E R" such that Aw == 0,
Ilx~ +wKlh + II w; 111 ::::- Ilx~lh; (5)
3) For a given C > 1, the solution x produced by
(2) will be strongly robust if and only if V K ~
{I, 2, ... , n}, V x' ERn, V W E Rnsuch that Aw == 0,
we have
Ilx~ +wx]. + II Wek 111 ::::- Ilx~lh· (6)
Proof: For reasons of space, we will only prove the result
for weak robustness. The other two are proven similarly.
Sufficiency: Let w == x-x, for which Aw == A(x-x) == 0.
Since x is the minimum II norm solution, we have IIxlll 2::
IIxlh == IIx+wlh, and therefore IIxKlil +lIxklh 2:: IIxKlh +
IIxklll. Thus,
IIxKlh - IIxK + wxlh > IIwk + xklh - IIxklh
> II wklh - 2l1 xk lh·
(3)
and
II(X ~ x)klll ::: e2~ lllxklh,
IlxK Ih - IlxK Ih ::: e ~ lllxk Ih
The above "weak" notion allows us to bound the error
II x - xIII in the following way. If the matrix AK ,
obtained by retaining only those columns of A that are
indexed by K, has full column rank, then the quantity
~ == max IlwKlh
Aw=O,w#O IIwklh'
ment matrix A under which II minimization guarantees the
robustness of sparse signal recovery in the "weak", "sectional"
and "strong" senses as defined in the following sections. For
example, in the strong sense of robustness, if the unknown
approximately k-sparse vector is x and x is the solution of
(2) then for any given constant ° :::; 8 :::; 1 there will be a
constant ( and measurement matrices A's such that
II '" II 2(C+l)~x-x 1 < ----
- C-l
holds for all x, where C > 1 is a given constant determining
how close in II norm the recovered vector x should be to
the original approximately k-sparse vector x. As expected,
( will be a function of C and 8. However, ( will be an
absolute constant independent of n. A similar problem was
considered in [11], in which the performance bounds are
obtained from the restricted isometry property from [2] and
no explicit values of ( were given. Since the RIP condition
is only a sufficient condition, it generally gives rather loose
bounds on the explicit values of ( even in the ideally sparse
case. Here we will compute sharp bounds on the explicit values
of the allowable constants ( for the general cases C 2:: 1 in
"weak", "sectional" and "strong" robustness based on high-
dimensional geometrical analysis for the null-space of A.
II. THE CONDITIONS ON A FOR ROBUSTNESS
We begin by introducing the three forms of robustness we
will consider in this paper. Each is a stronger version of the one
preceding it. In what follows, as before A is the m x n (m <
n) measurement matrix, x is the unknown n x 1 vector, and
y == Ax. K denotes a subset of {I, 2, ... , n} with cardinality
IKI == k and f< == {I, 2, ... ,n} \ K.
1) Let K be fixed and XK, the value of x on this set be
also fixed. Then the solution produced by (2), x, will be
called weakly robust if, for some C > 1 and all xk, it
holds that
2C
IIwklll :::; C _ l"xklh,
IlxKlll -llxKlll ::: e ~ lllxkll l'and
so we have<
<
IIx- xlll II (x- x)Klh + II (x - x)klh
(1 + ~)II(x - x)klh
2C(1+~)11 _II
C -1 »« 1·
Thus bounding the recovery error by the II norm of the
"approximately sparse" part of x.
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as desired.
Necessity: Since in the above proof of the sufficiency,
equalities can be achieved in the triangular inequalities, the
conditions (4), (5) and (6) are also necessary conditions for the
the respective robustness to hold for every x. (Otherwise, for
certain x's, there will be x' == x l w with \lx/lil < Ilxlll while
violating the respective robustness definitions. Also, such x'
can be the solution to (2)). •
We should remark that, after we take C == 1 and let (4), (5)
and (6) take strict inequality for all w i- 0 in the null space
of A, the conditions (4), (5) and (6) are also sufficient and
necessary conditions for unique exact recovery of ideally k-
sparse signals in "weak", "sectional" and "strong" senses [1],
namely the unique exact recovery of a specific ideally k-sparse
signal, the unique exact recoveries of all ideally k-sparse signal
on a specific support set K and the unique exact recoveries
of all ideally k-sparse signal on all possible support sets K.
In fact, if \lxk III == 0, from similar triangular inequality
derivations in Theorem 1, we have x == x under all the three
conditions. Please also note that related but different null-space
characterizations appear in many other works, for example,
[8], [19] and [20] etc. But the distinct contribution here is
the establishment of the conditions for "weak", "sectional"
and "strong" robustness, and at the same time, we give sharp
performance bounds for these null-space characterizations.
For a given value 8 == ~ and any value C 2: 1, the question
of interest is to determine the range of ( == ~ for which the
three notions of robust recovery are satisfied. As one may
imagine, for a specific A, it is very hard to check whether
any of these three conditions hold. Therefore one instead
should focus on certain random ensembles of measurement
matrices and should ask the question of for what ranges of
8 and ( do the three robust recovery conditions hold for a
randomly chosen A from this ensemble with overwhelming
probability as n -----* oo? The standard results on compressed
sensing assume that the matrix A has iid N(O, 1) entries.
In this case, the null-space of A has a rotationally invari-
antly distribution. Sampling from this rotationally invariant
distribution is equivalent to uniformly sampling a random
(n - m)-dimensional subspace from the Grassmann manifold
Gr(n-m) (n), the set of (n - m )-dimensional subspaces in the
n-dimensional Euclidean space R" [7]. For such a distribution
on A and ideally sparse signals, the sharp bounds of [1], for
example, apply. In this paper, we will use a Grassmann angle
approach to analyze the probabilities PI, P2 , and P3 that (4),
(5) and (6) fail respectively, thus giving performance bounds
on 8 for ( to satisfy these three conditions respectively.
III. THE GRASSMANN ANGLE ApPROACH FOR THE
NULL-SPACE CHARACTERIZATIONS
Let us first focus on deriving the probability PI that the
weak robustness condition fails under the sparsity IKI == k,
namely the probability there exists a vector w E Z failing
the condition (4), if we uniformly sample a random (n -
m)-dimensional subspace Z from the Grassmann manifold
Gr (n-m) (n ). By scaling, we can restrict our attention to those
ISIT 2009, Seoul, Korea, June 28 - July 3, 2009
vectors x that are only supported on K (or a subset of K) on
the cross-polytope {x E R" I \lxlil == I} .
By symmetry, without loss of generality, we assume the
signs of the elements of x to be non-negative. Since x is
supported on the set K (or a subset of K) and is restricted
to the cross-polytope {x E It" I \lxlil == I}, x is also on a
(k - 1)-dimensional face, denoted by F, of the skewed cross-
polytope SP:
SP = {y E R n I IIYKlll + Ilyg 111 :s:; I} (7)
For the time being, we assume x is in the relative interior
of this (k - 1) dimensional face F. For this particular x on
F, the probability PI, that 3w E Z (w i- 0) such that
IlxK + wKlll + II w; 111 :s:; IIXKlll = 1, (8)
is essentially the probability that a uniformly chosen (n -
m) dimensional subspace Z shifted by the point x, namely
(Z +x), intersects the skewed cross-polytope SP non-trivially,
namely, at some other point besides x.
From the linear property of the subspace Z, the event that
(Z + x) intersects the skewed crosspolytope SP is equivalent
to the event that Z intersects nontrivially with the cone SP-
Cone(x) obtained by observing the skewed polytope SP from
the point x. (Namely, SP-Cone(x) is the conic hull of the point
set (SP - x) and of course SP-Cone(x) has the origin of the
coordinate system as its apex.) As noticed in the geometry for
convex polytopes [12][13], the SP-Cone(x) are identical for
any x lying in the relative interior of the face F. This means
that the event that (Z + x) intersects non-trivially with the
skewed cross-polytope SP is the same for any relative interior
point x on the face F. Thus, the probability PI is the same for
any such x's. (The acute reader may have noticed that x E F
may not be in the relative interior of F, but it turns out that
the SP-Cone(x) in this case is only a subset of the cone we
get when x is in the relative interior of F. So we do not lose
anything if we restrict x to be in the relative interior of the
face F).
From its definition, PI is exactly the complementary Grass-
mann angle [12] for the face F with respect to the polytope SP
under the Grassmann manifold Gr(n-m) (n): the probability
of a uniformly distributed (n - m )-dimensional subspace
Z from the Grassmannian manifold Gr(n-m) (n) intersecting
non-trivially with the cone SP-Cone(x) formed by observing
the skewed cross-polytope SP from the relative interior point
x. Building on the works by L.A.Santalo [16] and P.McMullen
[17] etc. in high dimensional integral geometry and convex
polytopes, the complementary Grassmann angle for the (k-1)-
dimensional face F can be explicitly expressed as the sum of
products of internal angles and external angles [13]:
PI == 2 x L L (3(F, G),(G, SP), (9)
82::0 GE~7n+l+2s (SP)
where 8 is any nonnegative integer, G is any (m + 1 + 28)-
dimensional face of the skewed crosspolytope (8<m+I+28(SP)
is the set of all such faces), {3 (., .) stands for the internal
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2n - l 100 2 1 I x l-k 2
,(G, SP) == -l+l e-x ( c y k+--z?T e-Y dy)n-l dx.F 0 0
(15)
By the computed volumes of such cones [6][15], we have the
result stated in the lemma. •
Lemma 2: Let F, G and SP be the same as in the previous
lemma. Then ,(G, SP) between the (l - I)-dimensional face
G and the skewed cross-polytope SP is:
By symmetry, it is not hard to see that the cone formed by
seeing another (l-I) -dimensional face G of the skewed cross-
polytope SP from an interior point x F of the face F is the
direct sum of the linear hull lin{F - x F } and a regular (l- k)-
dimensional positive hull of (l - k) vectors al,a2 , ... ,al - k ,
where ai == C x ek+i - L~:~ eP [k, 1 ~ i ~ (l - k). The




< a , aJ > k x k2
lIa illllajll - C2 + k x k\
Proof' Wlog, consider the (l - I)-dimensional face G as
the convex hull conv{C x el , ... , C x ek +l , ek , ... , e l } of the
skewed cross-polytope SP. The 2n - l outward normal vectors
of the supporting hyperplanes of the facets containing G are
given by {L;=l+l jp ePIC + L~=k+l ePIC + L~=l eP, jp E
{ -1, I} }. Then the outward normal cone c(G, SP) at the face
G is the positive hull of these normal vectors. Thus
1 e-lIxlI2 dx == ,(G, SP)Vn_l(sn-l)c(G,SP)
X 100 e- r 2 -":' dx = "((G, SP) . 7f(n~I+1)/2, (16)
where Vn-l (sn-l) is the spherical volume of the (n - l)-
dimensional sphere s-:'. Now let U == {x E Rn-l+llx l 2:
O,lxpl ~ 6,2 ~ p ~ (n-l+I)} and f : U ~
c(G, SP) be the linear and bijective map f(Xl, ... , Xn-l+l) ==
",n P+ ",l Xl P+ ",k P ThL...,.p=l+l Xp-l+le L...,.p=k+l c e L...,.p=l Xl X e. en,
Proof: Wlog, assume that F is a (k - I)-dimensional
face with k vertices as eP , 1 ~ p ~ k, where eP is the n-
dimensional standard unit vector with the p-th element as '1';
and assume that the (l - 1)-dimensional face G be the convex
hull of the l vertices: eP , 1 <p ~ k and CeP , (k +1) ~ p < l.
Then the epicenter of the face F is Ec == L~:~ eP [k,
angle and ,(., .) stands for the external angle. Here the internal
angles and external angles are defined as [13], [17]:
• An internal angle f3(Fl,F2 ) is the fraction of the hyper-
sphere S covered by the cone obtained by observing the
face F2 from the face Fl. 1 The internal angle f3(Fl , F2 )
is defined to be zero when Fl ~ F2 and is defined to be
one if F l == F2 .
• An external angle ,(F3 , F4 ) is the fraction of the hy-
persphere S covered by the cone of outward normals to
the hyperplanes supporting the face F4 at the face F3 .
The external angle ,(F3 , F4 ) is defined to be zero when
F3 ~ F4 and is defined to be one if F3 == F4 .
Note that there are (~) possible support sets K and there
are 2k possible sign patterns for signal XK. From previous
discussions, we know that the event that the condition (4) fails
is the same for all x K 's of a specific support set and a specific
sign pattern. Then we can upper-bound P2 and P3 as
P2 < 2k x PI, P3 <:::: (~) x 2k X Pl. (10)
Therefore to compute (9) and (10) all we need are formulas
for the internal and external angles. These are given in the
lemmas below.
Lemma 1: Suppose that F is a (k -I)-dimensional face of
the skewed cross-polytope
SP = {y E Rn I IIYKlll + II Ycf 111 <:::: I}
supported on the subset K with IKI == k. Then the internal
angle f3(F, G) between the (k - I)-dimensional face F and a
(l - I)-dimensional face G (F ~ G) is given by
Vl-k-l( 1+~2k' l - k - 1)
(3(F, G) = Vi (Sl-k-l) , (11)l-k-l
where Vi (Si) denotes the i-th dimensional surface measure on
the unit sphere s', while Vi (a' , i) denotes the surface measure
for regular spherical simplex with (i + 1) vertices on the unit
sphere Si and with inner product as a' between these (i + 1)
vertices. (11) is equal to B(~,l- k), where
B(a', m') == Brn '2- 1 J(m' - I)a' + I7f- m ' /2a,-1/2 J(m', B)
(12)
with B == (1 - a') Ia' and
J(m', B) == _1_ Joo (roo e~ev2+2ivA dv)m' e~A2 d>" (13)
Vi -00 io
1Note the dimension of the hypersphere S here matches the dimension of
the corresponding cone discussed. Also, the center of the hypersphere is the
apex of the corresponding cone. All these defaults also apply to the definition
of the external angles.
where Jk + Ie!: is due to the change of integral variables.
Combining it with (16) leads to the desired result. •
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(C2 - 1)( + v
rx: x 2
y 87rxerf(x )e ""2
v -(
v log(2) + H( 1 _ ( )(1 - () - 'l/Jext - 'l/Jin t
v -(
vlog(2) + H(() + H(--,J(I - () - 'l/Jext - 'l/Jin t1 -.,
Furthermore, 'l/Jin t is given by
IV. N UMERICAL COMPUTATIONS ON THE BOUNDS
Now that we have computed the internal and external angles,
we can in principle compute Pi ; P2 and P3 from (9) and (10).
Of course, what we are interested in is whether Pi (i = 1,2,3)
go to zero as n ---7 00. It turns out that (9) and (10) have
exponents that are (dominantly) linear in n and so if the
coefficient of the exponent is negative, Pi ---7 0, as n ---7 00.
Computing these exponents requires computing the exponents
of the internal and external angles from Lemmas 1 and 2,
respectively, (using the Laplace method, or otherwise) and
computing the exponents of the combinatorial terms arising
from the sums in (9). Doing all this (and omitting the details
for lack of space) we arrive at the following result.
Theorem 2 (Recovery thresholds): Fix f3 = If!- and C > 1
and assume that A is drawn from the iid Gaussian ensemble
with N(O , 1) entries. Then, as n ---7 00, the II minimization (2)
will with overwhelming probability recover x in the weakly
robust sense for all k :::; (n, if for all f3 :::; v :::; 1 it holds that
v -(
H( 1 _ ( )(1 - () - 'l/Jext - 'l/Jin t < 0, (17)
uniformly. Here 'l/Jext = - (1 - v) log(erf(x v ) ) + vx~, where
X v is the unique solution to
(v _ ()y2
2(C2 + m~x (sy - S 2 - log 2<1> (s )) ,
and <1>( .) is the CDF of the zero-mean unit variance Gaussian
distribution. For the sectional and strong robust recoveries the
conditions respectively become
where Yv is the unique minimizer of
We can use the above theorem to explicitly compute the
"weak", "sectional" and "strong" thresholds on ( , as a function
of f3 and C. For comparison, following [1], we take f3 =
0.5555 and plot the thresholds as a function of C in Figure 1.
When C = 1, we get the same thresholds for ( as in [1] on
kin for ideally sparse signals. As expected, as C grows , II
minimization achieves higher signal recovery accuracy , and
then also requires a smaller sparsity level ( .
[1] David Donoho, "High-Dimensional Centrally Symmetric Polytopes with
Neighborliness Proportional to Dimension ", Discrete and Computational
Geometry , 102(27), pp. 617-652, 2006, Springer .
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